
Update

2023 Q2 Newsletter.
As we move into the second quarter of 2023, we take a look back at what 

we have already achieved at StrikeX so far this year and look to the quarter 

ahead to see what’s in store as we continue to build, launch, and innovate in 

the fast-paced space of blockchain technology.



Already 2023 has seen some exciting developments in the perceived 

future use case of blockchain technologies. Among these, StrikeX's focus 

on  stands out, with both  and 

 highlighting the tokenisation of RWAs as the  

aspect for the widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies. Meanwhile, the 

banking sector's crisis and the high-profile lawsuits involving centralised 

exchanges have emphasised the .

Real-World-Assets (RWAs) Citigroup

Blackrock most crucial

significance of self-custody

SPOTLIGHT
Recent news & 
developments.
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https://cointelegraph.com/news/killer-use-case-citi-says-trillions-in-assets-could-be-tokenized-by-2030
https://finbold.com/worlds-largest-asset-manager-blackrock-is-exploring-tokenization-of-stocks/
https://cryptopotato.com/real-world-asset-tokenization-could-surge-to-16t-industry-by-2030-research/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2023/mar/17/why-silicon-valley-bank-collapsed-svb-fail
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https://cointelegraph.com/news/cftc-allegations-and-1-billion-lawsuit-for-binance-law-decoded-march-27-april-3
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/03/14/uk-bank-natwest-limits-daily-crypto-payments-to-1200/
https://cryptoslate.com/insights/self-custody-surge-70k-bitcoin-have-been-sent-to-self-custody-since-the-collapse-of-svb/
https://finbold.com/90-of-ethereum-now-in-self-custody-as-supply-on-exchanges-hits-lowest-level-since-2015/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/03/14/uk-bank-natwest-limits-daily-crypto-payments-to-1200/
https://cryptoslate.com/insights/self-custody-surge-70k-bitcoin-have-been-sent-to-self-custody-since-the-collapse-of-svb/
https://finbold.com/90-of-ethereum-now-in-self-custody-as-supply-on-exchanges-hits-lowest-level-since-2015/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/cftc-allegations-and-1-billion-lawsuit-for-binance-law-decoded-march-27-april-3
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The era of Tokenised 
RWAs is dawning

Whilst interest in AI has grabbed much of the 

attention of the crypto industry in the early parts of 

2023, it is with certainty that we can say that a bigger, 

vastly more impactful industry narrative beckons; we 

are, of course, talking about the tokenisation of RWA’s 

(Real-World-Assets.)



With  expected to be tokenised by 

2030, Citigroup calling for an  in the 

sector, and Blackrock touting tokenisation as the 

single  mass adoption, 

we are certainly well positioned at StrikeX to benefit 

from this area of potential .

10% of global GDP

80X explosion

biggest use case for blockchain

hyper-growth



The  utility token will serve as the primary currency for transactions on 

the stock token bridge, providing an unparalleled level of utility in this industry.

STRX
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Stock Token Bridge

StrikeX aims to transform the finance industry 

through our stock token bridge, which enables the 

issuance of collateralised stock tokens, tradeable 

24/7, 365 days a year,  by the real-

world asset. With tokenisation technology, 

 digitally 

and issued on-chain.



Whilst breakthroughs in tokenisation technology 

provide a mechanism to create this new asset 

class, without a platform on which to trade them or 

a network on which to run, their use case remains 

muted… introducing TradeStrike & Xchain.

fully backed

any 

publicly traded asset can be replicated

User
TradeStrike

Exchange

Stock

Exchange

TradeStrike

Mint

Broker

Buy Order

Buy Stock

Buy Order

Send Stock

Send Stock Token

Mint Order

Please note that each step of this process (excluding ‘User’ & ‘Stock Exchange’) can be one or the 

same, depending on the business structure. Due to its sensitive nature, further details regarding 

this offering will be published before launching the TradeStrike platform.
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TradeStrike. 

24/7 Tokenised RWA Marketplace.

Our flagship product, TradeStrike, seeks to 

revolutionise the way that retail investors trade. By 

combining the blockchain technology of a 

cryptocurrency exchange with the user-friendly 

design of a traditional stock trading platform, 

TradeStrike can offer an 

 in the industry.

unparalleled trading 

experience

Utilising our stock-token-bridge, TradeStrike will 

ultimately provide a broad range of tokenised assets. 

Initially focusing on cryptocurrencies and publicly 

traded stocks, it will then expand to include a wider 

range of RWAs and digital assets. This eliminates the 

need for multiple accounts on different platforms 

and enables users to build diversified portfolios 

.without additional effort or costs

The  token will act as the exchange token of the TradeStrike Platform, 

acting as a gateway to access all assets and to receive discounts on fees.

STRX
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TradeStrike.
Product status: Alpha Build

TradeStrike is currently in the alpha build stage after 

18 months of development. Internal testing is 

ongoing, and we plan to announce the 

 and  before 

releasing TradeStrike to our dedicated beta testers 

for bug snagging, beta testing, and feedback 

collection.



Our development progress on TradeStrike has been 

kept behind closed doors for several months, but we 

are now excited to share the strides we have made in 

achieving our goal of delivering a revolutionary 

trading platform... stay tuned.

securement of 

liquidity broker-dealer partnerships

The  token will act as the exchange token of the TradeStrike Platform, 

acting as a gateway to access all assets and to receive discounts on fees.

STRX
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Xchain. 

Institutional grade infrastructure.

2023 will see the development of our  

Private Proof-of-Authority EVM-compatible network 

that consolidates all our current and future products, 

providing  and setting new 

benchmarks for security and utility. 



Our blockchain will incorporate advanced encryption 

protocols and safety controls, creating a secure 

foundation for developing the  of 

financial technologies. This network will serve as the 

ideal infrastructure for our stock token bridge.

customised

institutional-grade services

next generation

The  token will function as our POA network’s primary currency, 

and will be utilised for all Xchain network transactions and gas fees.

STRX
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StrikeX | DeFi Crypto Wallet

The role of Self-Custody.

Our vision for StrikeX Wallet is to allow users to hold their 

cryptocurrencies, publicly traded stock tokens, CBDCs, and 

other digitised assets in self-custody without relying on a 

"trusted third party." This approach isn't meant to eliminate 

centralised exchanges, but to create a 

from centralised finance to decentralised finance (C2DeFi) 

within the StrikeX ecosystem. By doing so, we can improve 

efficiency while giving users unprecedented control over 

their assets. A multi-asset self-custody wallet with C2DeFi 

capabilities offers numerous use cases; it protects users 

from exchange hacks, collapses, or fund mismanagement 

while  them to take ownership and control of 

their assets.

seamless transition

empowering



Product updates throughout 2023

/ Ledger Integratio#

/ New crypto-fiat gateway partner�

/ Cardano Integratio#

/ Matic Integratio#

/ Crosschain swap�

/ V2 UI implementation

Download StrikeX | DeFi Crypto Wallet  
now from tradestrike.io
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StrikeX | DeFi Crypto Wallet

Product Status: Live

So far, 2023 has been a break-out year for our self-

custody StrikeX Wallet, seeing downloads 

 and hit 11,300, a . 



As record levels of cryptocurrency users wake up to the 

importance of self-custody, StrikeX Wallet has ridden the 

wave of interest and continued to gain momentum with 

user adoption. 



Q1 saw the integration of Wallet Connect V2, allowing 

StrikeX Wallet users to connect with Solana-based 

DApps to swap their SOL tokens directly from their wallet.

smash internal 

targets 61% increase from last quarter

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tradestrike&hl=en_GB&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/strikex-defi-crypto-wallet/id6443517613
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TradeX. 

Your  DeFi trading Hub.ultimate

At StrikeX, we understand the sheer potential of 

decentralised markets. So much so that aside from 

the development of our centralised trading platform 

TradeStrike, we have developed and launched our 

very own DEX, TradeX. 



Whilst our V1 is live, it shows only the tip of the 

iceberg of what it can become. Hedging our bets that 

, and regulations allowing, we will 

continue to evolve TradeX in such a way that it 

becomes the 

, and of course, once more, STRX will take 

centre stage as the native currency of TradeX.

DeFi is here to stay

DeFi mirror image of our TradeStrike 

platform

Evolve the way you trade DeFi.

Explore TradeX

https://tradestrike.io/tradex/
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TradeX. 

Product status: Live

Q1 saw the successful launch of our DeFi exchange 

TradeX, billed as the ultimate trading hub for all 

things DeFi, TradeX is in its V1 format and is about 

to see its first product update.



This update will feature complete CoinMarketCap 

token lists, improved charting and order book data, 

and, most importantly, our De-Fi crypto screener, 

a free-to-use tool where users can be alerted to 

cryptocurrencies that match their predefined 

filters before they break out.
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StrikeX Outlook
Now that we have outlined our ambitious plans for  

in the coming years, it is crucial to clearly define the steps we will take to reach 

this goal, and it all starts with our users. While we work on developing innovative 

products that offer unique utility to our native currency, we are also focused on 

 for our already-launched StrikeX Wallet. 



It is imperative to continue promoting the adoption of our wallet, as it will play  

a  in the success of the entire ecosystem. By growing our brand name 

and building a loyal user base, we can introduce them to our new products 

when they go live and ensure that StrikeX flourishes.

dominating the RWA market

building an active user base

 vital role

Joe Jowett, CEO


